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Making every fertilizer nitrogen dollar pay
Abstract
High fertilizer nitrogen (N) prices will add significant costs to corn production this year. Concurrently, spot
shortages of some N products may occur. What steps can producers take to get the most return from added
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0 80 160 240
bu/acre for corn, oats, and soybean; tons/acre for hay
C­C Corn 55 106 128 135
C­S Corn 100 141 148 151
Soybean 43.2 44.7 44.1 43.6
C­C­S Corn (first) 101 137 148 150
Corn (second) 56 106 129 135
Soybean 46.7 46.1 46.7 46.9
C­C­C­S Corn (first) 100 135 147 147
Corn (second) 58 108 131 136
Corn (third) 57 103 127 134
Soybean 48.5 48.1 48.1 47.5
C­C­O­Ab Corn (first) 122 144 149 151
Corn (second) 74 116 137 142
Oats 56.5 60.4 65.4 69.2
Hay 3.8 3.9 3.8 3.7
S­S Soybean 36.4 37.0 38.5 37.6
C, corn; S, soybean; O, oats; A, alfalfa.
aThe nitrogen source is spring incorporated urea.
bOats are undersown with alfalfa, and no hay is harvested that year. Three harvests are
made in the "Hay" year (year after seeding).
Adapted from Effects of crop rotation and nitrogen fertilization on crop production over a 20­
year period, by Antonio Mallarino and Ken Pecinovsky. pp. 13­16. Northeast Research and
Demonstration Farm report, ISRF98­13.
This article originally appeared on page 9 of the IC­486 (1) ­­ January 29, 2001 issue.
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